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Introduction: The Puzzle of Klein

  Well, it isn't exactly Fermat's Last Theorem. But United States v. Klein   is deeply puzzling. The case is 125 years old, and still seems to command the active attention of the Supreme Court. Klein announced an apparently important principle limiting the ability of Congress to force the judiciary's hand, and the Supreme Court apparently continues to pay wary obeisance to that principle. Apparently, because Klein typically is invoked as good law but not applicable to the case before the Court; and wary, because the Court never seems to be particularly secure about exactly what the principle of Klein is.

  The salient facts of Klein are well known: In the wake of the Civil War, Congress enacted the Abandoned and Captured Property Act, granting the proceeds from the sale of property seized in the insurrectionary states to the original owners of that property so long as they had not "given any aid or comfort" to the rebellion. Application of this standard of loyalty was soon complicated by a presidential proclamation offering persons who had been engaged in the rebellion a full pardon--specifically inclusive of the restoration of their rights of property--if they took and abided by an oath of allegiance. In United States v. Padelford, the Supreme Court affirmed the determination of the Court of Claims that the beneficiaries of this presidential pardon were cleansed of any aid or comfort to the rebellion, and hence entitled to recover under the Abandoned and Captured Property Act. A displeased Congress responded with legislation providing that a presidential pardon could not be offered in the Court of Claims as evidence that the recipient was entitled to a recovery, that acceptance of such a pardon was to be taken as conclusive evidence that the recipient had given aid and comfort to the rebellion, and that upon proof that the claimant accepted such a pardon, the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims and of the Supreme Court on appeal would cease.

  The Supreme Court, though not generally disposed to finding acts of Congress unconstitutional, found this directive doubly so. The Court's first and most emphatic rationale was that Congress had prescribed a "rule of decision" in a pending case. The Klein Court objected to Congress's directive on the alternate ground that it failed to give a presidential pardon the pervasive effect demanded by the Constitution. That ground, however, was plainly of secondary importance, and in any event, it is the first principle of Klein that is of contemporary--albeit elusive--importance.

  What exactly is Klein's first principle? Some indication of the Court's concern is offered by its contrast of the Klein circumstances with those of Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & Belmont Bridge. In Wheeling & Belmont Bridge, Congress had responded to the Court's determination that the bridge in question was an abatable nuisance by enacting legislation that specifically protected the bridge as a "post road." The Klein Court stressed what it saw as the crucial distinction between the cases: 
    [In Wheeling & Belmont Bridge, n]o arbitrary rule of decision was prescribed ... the court was left to apply its ordinary rules to the new circumstances created by the act. In the case before us no new circumstances have been created by legislation. But the court is forbidden to give the effect to evidence which, in its own judgment, such evidence should have, and is directed to give it an effect precisely contrary. 

  What seems to worry the Court in Klein is that Congress left standing the operative rule (persons who did not give aid and comfort to the rebellion are entitled to recover), but stipulated how the Court was to construe the receipt of a presidential pardon (as conclusive proof that the recipient gave aid and comfort). So understood, Klein's first principle threatens to exalt form over substance. It seems to depend on the dubious idea that structurally different ways of achieving the same legislative outcome lead to different constitutional results. Consider these two abstract legislative forms:

Form Alpha-- 
    Rule 1: If X is true, the claimant should prevail. 
    Rule 2: Only if Y is present, is X to be regarded as true. 
    [or 
    Rule 21: If Y is present, then X is to be regarded as true.]

Form Beta-- 
    Rule 1: If and only if Y is present, then the claimant should prevail. 
    [or 
    Rule 11: If either X is true or Y is present, then the claimant should prevail.]

On this reading of Klein, form Alpha could be unconstitutional as a serious breach of separation of powers, even though form Beta was perfectly constitutional. But this seems highly formal and more than a bit silly.

  The problem with this reading of Klein is vividly illustrated by  Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Society. In Robertson, energetic litigation efforts by environmental groups working to protect the habitat of the northern spotted owl from timber harvesting on federally managed land had successfully tied up federal timber sales in the Pacific Northwest. In 1990, two lawsuits were pending, which between them invoked the provisions of five separate federal statutes. Eager to settle the controversy and to permit moderate harvesting of federal timber in the Northwest, Congress enacted what is popularly known as the Northwest Timber Compromise (the "Compromise").  The Compromise was an odd graft onto the five pertinent statutes: It opened a limited temporal window, during which time increased timber harvesting on federal lands in Oregon and Washington was permitted, with the exception of a number of specified areas particularly important to the habitat of the spotted owl where no harvesting was to be permitted. Crucial to the Compromise was this key provision: 
    Congress hereby determines and directs that [the prohibition of all harvesting in the designated areas] is adequate consideration for the purpose of meeting the statutory requirements that are the basis for [the two pending conservation group lawsuits]. 

On its face, the Compromise seems to be a singularly clear example of what  Klein decries as a rule of decision. But a unanimous Supreme Court in Robertson upheld the legislation, reasoning in purely functional terms. The effect of the Compromise, the Court observed, was the same as it would have been had Congress amended the substance of each of the five pertinent statutes. One of those statutes, for example, made it illegal to "kill" or to "take" any migratory bird. Prior to the Compromise, stands of timber inhabited by the spotted owl could be harvested only if the harvest did not constitute a killing or taking of a spotted owls. After the Compromise an inhabited stand could be harvested if either that were true or if the harvest met the terms of the Compromise. The same analysis would apply to each of the other four statutes. So while the Compromise was drafted in form Alpha, it functioned precisely as if it were in form Beta. For the Robertson Court this functional circumstance was enough to justify treating the Compromise as a change in the applicable law, not as a directive to apply the extant law in a particular way. Thus, Robertson, while paying nominal obeisance to Klein, in a unanimous stroke discarded the distinction between form Alpha and form Beta upon which Klein's first principle seems to depend.

So now we see in concrete terms what is puzzling about Klein's first principle as it is commonly understood: once substance is given its due, as in Robertson, the principle simply evaporates. If there is no more to the principle than the distinction between forms Alpha and Beta, we ought to dismiss it as a relic of a more formalistic era. The modern Court should stop using Klein as a foil, and constitutional discourse will be a little less cluttered as a consequence.

I. Klein's First Principle Unveiled

  But, there is more. Consider the predicament of the Court in Klein: in its view, the President is constitutionally vested with an authority to pardon that comprehends the power to place a person who has committed a delict in precisely the legal position he would have been in had he been innocent of that delict. In the Abandoned and Captured Property Act, however, Congress directed the Supreme Court and the Court of Claims to behave in a way that turned this constitutional judgment precisely on its head.

  In effect, Congress attempted to conscript the judiciary in a constitutional charade. The Supreme Court and the Court of Claims were to behave as though they regarded recipients of presidential pardons as convicted rather than cleansed of the delict of aiding and abetting the rebellion by their very acceptance of the pardon, notwithstanding the Court's diametrically opposed judgment. Congress commanded the Court to act out a small morality play, the message of which would be that a person who had participated in the rebellion could not be redeemed, not even by virtue of a presidential pardon: the Justices would receive evidence of a pardon and then precisely and explicitly on the basis of that evidence deny recovery to the tarnished claimant.

  The metaphor of theater is not incidental. At the heart of the Klein decision was the Justices' refusal to allow Congress to cast them in this false light. In the supercharged political environment that followed the Civil War, the Court would be put in the position of insisting that pardoned persons should nevertheless be regarded as having "given ... aid or comfort" to the rebellion, and should be penalized for having done so by the permanent seizure of their property. Law has a deeply expressive function, and nowhere is this more evident than in the articulate and ritualized giving of reasons and pronouncement of outcomes by appellate tribunals. This is what made Congress's demands so deeply disagreeable to the Klein Court: the Justices were being asked to implicate themselves in what they saw as an injustice, and furthermore, to do so in the public light of judicial reason-giving for articulate reasons that went to the heart of the injustice.

  In the eyes of the Klein Court, Congress could properly have denied disappointed claimants under the Abandoned and Captured Property Act the opportunity to appeal to the Supreme Court. Indeed, it presumably would have been proper for Congress to have directed claims under the Act to a regime of the sort that had prevailed only years earlier, when the Court of Claims--not then an Article III court--responded to claimants by preparing and submitting private bills for compensation to Congress. But it was improper to involve the Court in the claim process and require it "to ascertain the existence of certain facts and thereupon to declare that its jurisdiction on appeal had ceased, by dismissing the bill." It was improper for Congress "to prescribe a rule for the decision of a cause in a particular way." Klein's first principle rests on the Court's refusal to accede to a constitutionally perverse, institutionally intolerable co-optation of the judiciary's national authority.

  This is how we should understand the first principle of United States v. Klein: The judiciary will not allow itself to be made to speak and act against its own best judgment on matters within its competence which have great consequence for our political community. The judiciary will not permit its articulate authority to be subverted to serve ends antagonistic to its actual judgment; the judiciary will resist efforts to make it seem to support and regularize that with which it in fact disagrees. 



